
ELECTRICAL OPTIONS Part # Revision

Lifeline AGM Batteries in lieu of standard DE0039

Additional AC or DC circuit breaker DE0002

Clarion AM/FM/CD/MP3, satellite-ready stereo receiver with (4) speakers and 

remote control DE0013

Prewire for stereo and four speakers DE0014

Additional 12v outlet. Specify location DE0052

Hella Cabin Fan in main salon with breaker. DE0004

Additional Hella Cabin Fans (each) Specify cabins DE0005

Prosine 20 inverter/charger DE0053

Xantrex Battery Monitor DE0054

Balmar 110A alternator w/ 3 stage regulator DE0055

NAVIGATIONAL ELECTRONICS

Raymarine ST70 Autopilot w/control on cockpit coaming DE0043

Angled pedestal guard in lieu of standard DD0043

Offset pedestal guard in lieu of standard DD0011

MECHANICAL

Flexofold 3 blade feathering propeller DM0032

Reverse cycle air con (1) 16KBTU+ (1) 7KBTU aft DM0014

Espar diesel heating system #D4-L DM0017

FIBERGLASS

Light Hull color (other than Sabre white) DH0003

Dark Hull Color DH0004

Light deck color (other than Sabre white) DD0001

Contrasting anti-skid color (side deck, coach roof, cockpit) DD0002

KEEL CHOICES

Shallow draft bulb/wing Keel DH0002

PLUMBING

Hot and cold transom shower DM0006

Salt water wash down system DM0010

Fresh water washdown in anchor locker DM0036

Tank Watch 4 system for holding tank DM0037

Shorewater inlet to pressure water system DM0018

DECK AND EXTERIOR WOOD

Lewmar V2 windlass w/ rope chain gypsy DD0005

Pre-wire for 12 volt windlass DD0006

Cockpit Cushions Off-White. Side seats only DD0017

Laid teak decking on transom step DD0036

Edson Cockpit table #761 for pedestal guard DM0003

Teak bang rail on topsides with stainless steel cap DD0025

RIGGING

Navtec hydraulic backstay adjuster, split backstay DR0010

Flag halyard to mast head DR0030

Burgee halyard to spreader DR0031

SAIL HANDLING

Harken adjustable genoa car system DR0041

Furlex Roller Furling with deck hardware DR0056

Additional Lewmar sheet stopper ea. DD0007

Lewmar Electric Lewmar primary winches in lieu of standard DD0016
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SAIL HANDLING CONTINUED

#40 Electric main halyard winch in lieu of standard DD0029

Self tacking jib system DR0039

Selden rigid vang led aft DR0054

MPS/Spinnaker halyard to cleat on mast DR0049

MPS/Spinnaker halyard led aft to stopper DR0050

2nd genoa halyard led aft to cockpit w/stopper DR0018

Clew outhaul aft to stopper DR0058

DECOR AND INTERIOR WOOD

Ultrasuede fabric in main salon only DH0011

Corian counter in galley (with Corian sink covers) DH0012

Accord shades DH0020

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE AND ARE NOT CONTRACTUAL.  

Standard yacht has a Sabre white hull and deck with cherry interior.   See individual model 

specifications and equipment list for complete details.  F.O.B. South Casco, Maine.  Special option

requests must be received six weeks prior to molding of the hull to assure availability.

All Sabre sailing yachts are covered by a LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY.

This warranty should be thoroughly reviewed by the customer before a purchase agreement is made. 

Please contact your dealer for details.

Sabre does not guaranty the durability of dark gelcoats. Hulls built with dark colors will fade more 

quickly than light colors, will show mold imperfections and scratches and can cause the laminate to 

post cure, causing a cosmetic distortion of the surface. These deformations are not structural
in nature and therefore are not covered by the Sabre Limited Warranty.


